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We calculated the steady-state recombination rate for two coupled defect levels and implemented 
the model into a device simulator. This model generalizes the familiar single-level Shockley-Read
Hall (SRH) formula. If the intercenter transition probability vanishes, it reduces to the sum of two 
individual SRH rates, which are only linked via the band occupancies. Tue cases, where one of the 
levels or even both behave like traps in carrier capture, and the case of a rate-limiting intercenter 
transition are derived from the general expression. Tue important feature of the model is a possible 
increased field effect which might lead to large excess currents. The field effect is discussed in terms 
of tunnel-assisted multiphonon capture or direct tunneling into the levels, respectively. We show by 
means of numerical simulation that the large ideality factors found for liquid phase epitaxy grown 
diodes with weak intrinsic fields can be the result of a rapid direct charge transfer between donors 
and acceptors and the high probability of tunneling into the hydrogenic states. © 1995 American 
Institute of Physics. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Usually, recombination in semiconductors is weil de
scribed by the Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) model, 1•

2 where 
electrons and holes are captured by a single defect level. 
Even if several levels are taken into account, they are con
sidered as being independent from each other, apart from the 
indirect statistical link via the occupation in the bands. How
ever, Chen et al. 3 found experimental evidence that inter
center charge transfer in silicon is efficient in trapping and 
recombination, beyond the framework of the single-level 
SRH model. They identified the shallow hydrogenic level of 
the P donor as an efficient recombination channel due to its 
coupling with the deep levels related to the vacancy-oxygen 
(V-0) complex. Rapid, direct charge transfer between two 
deep defects in silicon was reported by Frens et al. 4 They 
could show that the loosely bound electron of the interstitial 
carbon-interstitial oxygen (C;-0;) pseudodonor is lost to 
the V-Q complex without the intermediate of the conduction 
band. This transfer process was found to be faster than 50 ns. 
Pseudodonors or pseudoacceptors strongly facilitate the in
terdefect mechanism due to thei,r extended wave functions. 

IV measurements of Liquid Phase Epitaxy (LPE) grown 
junctions in thin-film solar cells5 revealed ideality factors of 
3 and !arger in the low forward-bias range. Tue maximum 
intrinsic field in these diodes does not support the assump
tion of defect-assisted tunneling via midgap levels. Also the 
large excess currents of pin-diodes grown by Molecular 
Beam Epitaxy (MBE) at Iow temperatures6 can hardly be 
explained by this mechanism. Both types of thin-film devices 
seem to have a recombination channel which is much more 
sensitive to the field strength and which could be correlated 
to an interlevel transition. 

In this paper we develop a model of coupled defect-level 
recombination and study the possible field enhancement. In 
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Sec. II A the steady-state rate is derived as a generalization 
of the single-level SRH formula. Tue conditions for the effi
ciency of the mechanism will be outlined. Tue calculation of 
the field effect in Section II B is based on two different cap
ture processes: field-enhanced multiphonon transitiöns and 
direct tunneling. Section III presents results of numerical 
simulations using the advanced device simulator 
DESSJS_ ISE. Tue discussion in Section IV focusses on the 
effect of different two-level systems on the ideality of diode 
characteristics. 

II. THEORY OF COUPLED DEFECT-lEVEl 
RECOMBINATION 

A. Steady-state recombination rate 

In Fig. 1 we illustrate all possible capture and emission 
processes for two coupled single-level recombination cen
ters. Each level can exchange carriers with the conduction 
and valence band and with the other level. Tue deviation 
from SRH recombination via two independent levels is de
termined by the size of the interlevel capture and emission 
probabilities c 12 and e 12 , respectively. Such a process could 
be either a radiative intercenter transition between two defect 
states, a nonradiative cascade transition via a dense distribu
tion of defect-levels, or a tunneling transition including a 
multiphonon decay as illustrated in Fig. 2. Here, we will not 
develop a microscopic theory for c 12 and e 12 , but use them 
as model parameters only. 

Tue net rates for electrons and holes in the bands are 
(see Fig. 1) 

Rn =Nr1[(1- fti)cnl - ft1eniJ + Nd(l - ft2)Cn2- ft2en2J, 
(1) 

Rµ=Nr11/r1Cµ1-( 1-ft1)eµ1]+ Ndft2cp2-( l -frz)ep2 ], 
(2) 

where f ri and ft2 denote the occupation probabilities and 
cn1,2 • cp1,2 • en 1,2 , ep 1,2 the capture and emission probabili-
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FIG. 1. Notation for all capture and emission processes via two coupled 
defect-levels. 

ties per time for electrons and holes of levels 1 and 2, re
spectively. These latter quantities differ from the usual defi
nitions of capture and emission coefficients with the 
dimension cm-3s- 1

• Nti and Nt2 are the defect densities. 
From Eqs. (1) and (2) the total steady-state recombination 
rate (Rn=Rp=R) can be written as 

d1 
R=Ntl dz (ftl - 'Pt!) (cn2 + en2) + Nt1[(l - f11)Cn1 

- ft1en1] + Nd(l - 'Pt2)Cn2-cp12en2J (3) 

with the abbreviation d 1,2=cn1,2+en1,2+cp1,2+ep1,2· In de
riving Eq. (3) f 12 has been expressed by fn, and 'Pri,2 labels 
the steady-state occupation probabilities of noncoupled 
defect-levels 

1 
'Pt1,2=a(cn1,2+ep1.2). (4) 

1,2 

In the following the Greek symbol cp will be used for non
coupled levels. The occupation probability f t1 which deter
mines the rate R according to Eq. (3) follows from the con
ditions of stationarity at level 1 and level 2: 

(cnl +ep1) + Nrift2e12= fr1Cd1 + Nr2C12) 

+Ntifrifde12-cd, 

(cn2+ep2) + Nrifr1C12= fdd2+ Nried 

+Ntifrifdc12-eu). 

(5) 

(6) 

FIG. 2. Tunnel-assisted electron and hole capture into sublevels of the two 
defects. Recombination is completed by an intercenter transition accompa
nied by multiphonon emission. The defects are assumed to accumulatc 
within the junction plane. 
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Solving that system for fri results in the following quadratic 
equation: 

!~1 Nr1(c12-:-ed+fr1[d2+Nr:i~: c12+Nt1e12 

+ ( N11 'Pt1 + Nr2 ~: 'Pt2) ( e 12- c12) ]-d2'P11 

-( Nr1 'Ptt + N12 ~~ 'P12) e 12= 0. (7) 

The capture and emission probabilities c n l.pz and e n l,p2 
are defined in such a way that defect-assisted tunneling can 
be naturally incorporated by the field-dependent densities of 
states Nc,v (Franz-Keldysh effect7·8): 

(8) 

(E--energy, Ett,2--defect levels measured from the conduc
tion band edge). In thermodynamic equilibrium detailed bal
ance must hold between two arbitrary states of the energy 
spectrum to meet the requirement of microscopic reversibil
ity. Thus, we can express the emission rates in terms of the 
capture rates 

.f;12[1-fo(E)] 
e p2(E) = c p2(E) fo(E)(l -1/

2
) 

gi ( Ec-E12-E) 
=cp2(E)~exp - k

8
T 

(9) 

(gb:f--degeneracy factors of the empty and occupied levels, 
respectively). Since in thermodynamic equilibrium detailed 
balance also holds between levels E 11 and E 12 , one obtains 

1- 'P~l 
enl =cni--n-, 

'Ptl 

mP 
T!2 

e pZ = c p2 ""1="P ~, 
'P12 

g~g5 ( E12-Et1) 
e12=c12 -::-r:-r exp - k T , 

gOgl B 
(10) 

with 'P~i;z being the occupatioli probabilities of the non
coupled defect-levels 

n,p_[I+ gb'2 
(Ec-Et1,2-EFn,p)]-I 

'P11,2- gpexp kBT (11) 

and E Fn,p the quasi Fermi energies of electrons and holes. 
Furthermore, electron and hole lifetimes for the non-coupled 
defects can be introduced: 
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n p 
(12) Tpl,2 N . 

tl,2 CpJ,2 

Here, n and p denote the free electron and hole densities, 
respectively. The coupling parameter is most conveniently 
written as an internal rate (dimension s-1cm-3): 

r 12=N,1Nt2c1 2 • (13) 

Then, with the abbreviation 

=g~g~ (- E12-E11) 
e 12exp kT.' 

gOgl B · 
(14) 

the quadratic equation for /,1 (7) takes the form 

1;1+f11 (1-g1)-g1+g2=0, (15) 

n ( l Tnl,2 ) 
'P11,2= 'P11,2 _ - 7 R t,2 · 08) 

R i, R2 denote the net SRH recombination rates for the non
coupled defects1 with the denorninators abbreviated by r 1 
and r2 : 

np-nf 
R1,2 

np-nf 
(19) 

Equation (15) holds for Fermi statistics. In the following we 
will restrict ourselves to the nondegenerate case. With the 
definitions 

(20) 

p . -1 -1 g 1. g tl,2 1,2 ( E -E ) .. 
P1,2=p [('Pt1,:z.l -1]. =Nvgpexp - kBT ' 

(21) 

(22) 

Inserting the solution of the quadratic equation (15) for 
f 11 , using Eqs. (20), (21) and carrying out proper algebraic 
manipulations results in the following final form for R: 
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R=R1 + R1+ ( .JRi2 -S12-R12) 

Tn1 Tp2(n + n1)(p +Pi)- TnzTpt (n+ n1)(p + P2) 
X (23) 

r1 rz 

with 

1 ( Tnl Tpz ) z 
S12 1--- E (np-n. ). 

Tn1 Tpz(l - e) 1"n2Tp1 
1 (25) 

Tue coupled defect-level recombination rate (23) has the re
quired syrnmetry with respect to a simultaneous exchange of 
index 1 with 2 and n with p. If the levels are decoupled 
(r12-+0), the total rate turns into the sum of the single-level 
recombination rates (R-+R 1 + R2). If both levels are identi
cal, one obtains R-+2R 1(=2R2). lt is worthwhile to study 
the following special cases: 

No carrier exchange between the lower level and the 
conduction band. Such a system could be a rnidgap level 
coupled to a shallow acceptor-like level. In this case 

_ ( ~ 2 np-nf ) Tµ 1(n+ni) 
R-R1 + R12- R 12- (l ) 

Tnt Tpz - € rr 
(26) 

with 

If the interlevel transition is not rate-lirniting 
(r12~rn 1 ,Tpz), and if we assume that e~l and 
p 1 ""'n 1 ""'n;, n2~n;, then we obtain in the lirnits of strong 
reverse and forward bias, respectively, 

R,( 1 + Tpt ) for np~nf and Tpz)>Tnt 
,,/rnl Tp2 

R-+ 

!
Ri(l+nTpt) 

PTnt 

R-+ ( r ) R1 1+...E.!. 
Tp2 

Tpl -+00, 

p T 2 
for np)>nf and -> _!!_ 

n Tnt 

p T 2 
for np)>nf and -< L 

n Tnt 

(28) 

(29) 

No carrier exchange between the upper level and the 
valence band. Such a. system could be a rnidgap level 
coupled to a shallow donor-like level as illustrated in Fig. 3. 
In this case 
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FIG. 3. Direct tunneling into the shallow donor-like state as a possible 
source of excess current. Tunne!ing into the midgap level is negligible be
cause of the huge potential barrier. If r 12<ii r.2 , recombination via the upper 
level can become dominant, depending on its binding energy. 

with 

Tn2-"oo and Tpl-+00. 

In this case 

with 

' 
for np~nf and Tn1~Tp2 

p T 2 
for npl»nf and-> _!!.._ 

n Tnl 

p T 2 
for npl»nf and-< _!!.._ 

n Tn1 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 
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Let us assume now that the interlevel transition is rate
limiting (T12l»Tn 1 ,Tp2). From Eq. (34) one obtains 

{36) 

The condiiion for r12 becoming rate-limiting follows from 
Eq. (35): 

(37) 

With E~ 1 this gives in the limits of strong reverse and for
ward bias, respectively, 

n; 

2 € .,/Tnl Tp2 

rn;p; ~ ' (38) 

where nP, Pn denote the minority carrier densities and nn, 
Pp the majority carrier densities, respectively. Relation (38) 
is essential for the understanding of the efficiency of the 
coupled defect-level recombination process. lt turns out that 
r 12 becomes the bottleneck for recombination, if it is smaller 
than the product of a "combined trapping rate" (i.e., 
n i / .J r n 1 T p2 at reverse bias) and another limiting factor (1/ E 

at reverse bias, n 1 lnp or p 21pn at forward bias) which 
strongly depend on the position of the defect-levels in the 
gap and their energetic separation. These factors increase 
with decreasing distance of the levels to the band edges. As 

1 · 1010 - 3 io-5 ct an examp e, usmg ni= cm , rn 1 = rp2= s, an 
E 11=Eg-Er2=0.l eV yields r 12~1030 cm-3s- 1, i.e., r 12 
becomes rate-limiting even for already extremely large inter
level transition rates and hence will drop the total recombi
nation rate to a low. value. Thus, in· order to be able to com
pete with midgap single-level SRH recombination, the inter
level transition must either be very rapid or the energetic 
separation must not be too large. Therefore, a possible can
didate for an efficient two-level system could involve a deep 
midgap level. Tue transition between P donor and (V-0) 
complex and the transition between ( C;- O;) pseudodonor 
and (V-0) complex found in Refs. 3,4 ~e examples for such 
a scenario. 

B. Field-enhancement of the recombination rate 

lt is well known9
•
10 that defect-assisted tunneling can 

become a cause of "excess current" in diodes, if the electric 
field is sufficiently high. Simulations of Esaki diodes show 
that fields as high as 5 X 105 V/cm induce excess currents by 
field-assisted recombination via midgap centers. 11 However, 
deviations of forward-bias IV characteristics similar to those 
observed in the "excess current" range of Esaki diodes were 
also found in diodes having much lower peak fields. LPE
grown junctions with measured doping profiles that can pro-
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duce fields of at most 1X105 V/cm in the low forward-bias 
range exhibited ideality factors of 3 and !arger in this range. 5 

The question arises if these anomalous IV curves can origi
nate from field-enhanced recombination via a two-level sys
tem, where the tunnel barrier is considerably lower when at 
least one level is "shallow," or if charging effects in the 
junction plane (e.g., at grain boundaries) yield high local 
electric fields. One suitable test system to study this problem 
is a midgap recombination level coupled to a "shallow" 
donor-like Ievel as described above. If the interlevel transi
tion is not rate-limiting, the factor ( 1 + rn2 / Tn 1) in Eq. (33) 
could yield the field enhancement provided rn 1 ~ rn2 holds 
under realistic conditions. For the quantitative discussion of 
the field effect we must know the field dependence of the 
capture rate c111 (E) in Eq. (8) which determines the lifetime 
r111 • We will assume that the recombination process is a 
field-enhanced multiphonon decay, 12 and we will distinguish 
the cases of strong and zero electron-phonon coupling, re
spectively. The capture rate c111 (E) then takes the form 

(39) 

The symbols in Eq. (39) have the following meaning: 
11-modified Bessel function of order l, S 1 ~Huang-Rhys 
factor (a measure of the coupling strength of the diagonal 
electron-phonon coupling of defect Ievel 1), 
fn=[exp(liw1/k81)-I]-1-Bose function, nw 1-effective 
phonon energy for the phonon coupling of defect level 1, 
rr1-localization radius of the defect state 1. The assumption 
of a single representative phonon niode reduces the integral 
in Eq. (8) to a sum over discrete energies separated by 
li w 1 • A 3D Dirac potential has been used for the defect to 
obtain the prefactor in Eq. (39). The matrix elements of 
electron-field and electron-phonon coupling, r~ and r;h, are 
modeled in the following way: 

r2=q2F2lx 12 F c,tl • (40) 

(41) 

where deformation potential coupling to optical phonons has 
been assumed. Therefore, n w 1 is the energy of an optical 
phonon and q 0 its wave number. Dopt denotes the deforma
tion potential constant, F = F(x) the electric field at position 
x, p the mass density, and a the lattice constant. The transi
tion matrix element xc,tl of the position operator can only be 
estimated; we use lxc ril 2-li2/(2E11 mc) with the conduction 
barid effective mass ;n„ which will also be used for the tun
neling mass. 

Assurning parabolic and isotropic bands, the field
dependent density of states in the conduction band is given 
by 
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1 (2mc) 3
'
2 ,J Ec(x)-E] 

Nc(E,F)= 27T V vn®c(F) J'"l n®c(F) ' (42) 

with Y(y)=Ai' 2(y)-y Ai2(y), y=(Ec(x)-E)ln®c(F), 
and ®c(F)=(q2F2!2hmc) 113. Equation (42) describes the 
tunnel probability across a triangular barrier. lf the center is 
attractive prior to capture, the lowering of the potential bar
rier can be modeled by the 1 D Poole-Frenkel effect.13 

1. Strang electron-phonon coupling (high-temperature 
approxlmatlon) 

In this case the capture rate cn1 (E) Eq. (39) can be writ
ten in Gaussian form14 

(47r) 2r;1s1r;h S1hw1 
Cnl (E) = · eK[j'r 

h >/47TS 1 hw1 ksT 

( 
(E-Ec+E11-S1nw 1)

2] 
Xexp - 4S1hw1k

8
T ' (43) 

and the lifetime given by Eq. (12) can be computed approxi
mately. Inserting Eqs. (43) and (42) into Eq. (8) yields for the 
reciprocal lifetime 

_ 1 4ri1Nt1S1r;hvn®c(F) 
T (F)- --=---:::-:::---'-;::::===~=-= 

nl - /ii-n(ksT) 312(1 +.JE Fl(En - Eo)) 112 

[ 
Eact(F)] 

Xexp - kBT ' (44) 

where E0 denotes a field- and temperature-dependent transi
tion energy measured from the level Ec- E 11 in direction to 
the conduction band, and Eac1(F) is a field-dependent acti
vation energy for electron capture: 

(Eo-S11iwi)2 

EactCF)= 4Sihw
1 

(45) 

Eo=2{if;[ .JEp.+ E11 +S1hw1-.JE;.J-S1liw1, (46) 

(1S 1hw1k8 T)2 

Ep= [n®c(F)]3 (47) 

E11 - E0 equals the effective barrier height of the tunnel bar
rier, which approaches zero for vanishing electric field. The 
prefactor in Eq. (44) can be expressed by the zero-field re
ciprocal lifetime 

-1 4ri1Nt1S1r;h S1nW1 
Tni (O)=; 7T312h,.)kBT (En+S1hw1)372 

[ 
(E11 -S1hwi) 2

] 

Xexp - 4S
1
1iw

1
k

8
T · 

2. Direct tunneling 

(48) 

If the electrons tunnel directly into state 1, the lifetime 
r 111 tums into a macroscopic tunnel tirhe constant. Without 
phonon participation the result for c111 (E) is 
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FIG. 4. Net doping profile and electric field distribution of the 
n + p-junction used in the device simulation. 

( 47T)2r:1 .., 
Cn1(E)= li r'j; 8(Ec-:-Ei1-E), 

and with Eq. (40) the reciprocal lifetime becomes 

4N r3 

r-1(F)= il il [li® (F)]112 
nl /;n(ksT)31zEtI c 

. ( Ei1 ) ,j Ei1 ]-
X exp ksT .7lli®c(F) · 

(49) 

(50) 

Tue ·unknown parameter in this expression is the fraction of 
defect volume Ni1 r;1 . 

III. SIMULATION RESULTS 

Tue recombination model was implemented into the de
vice simulator DESSIS_1sE 15 in its general form [Eq. (23)]. 
Field-enhanced capture and emission can be taken into ac
count for both defect levels, either iri form of field-enhanced 
multiphonon transitions (44) (strong coupling) or in form of 
direct tunneling (50) (no coupling). Tue doping profile and 
intrinsic field of the simulated diode are shown in Fig. 4. Tue 
profile is based on spreading resistance measurements at 
LPE-grown p + n-junctions of silicon thin-film solar cells 

0.2 

• experlment 
o slngle-level SRH 

- E,and E.,+0.157eV 
--· and E --0.054eV 

0.4 0.6 0.8 
Voltage {V) 

a) 

produced at the University of New South Wales (UNSW), 
Kensington, Australia.16 Tue metal solutions in the growing 
process were based on indium (In) and tin · (Sn), 
respectively.17 Note that the intrinsic electric field does not 
exceed 1.25X 105 V/cm. Tue simulated forward-bias j(V)
and n(V)-characteristics are presented in comparison to the 
"type l" data of Ref. 5. The n ( V)-curves were calculated 
according to n(V)=[Urtf(lnj)ldV]- 1 (Ur - thermal volt
age). A finite shunt resistance was included in the simulation, 
but it only infiuences the characteristics up to 150 mV. 

In Fig. 5 the results of three different scenarios are 
shown. The open circles define the ideal reference curve, 
where single-level SRH recombination via a midgap center 
(Ei= E;) was assumed. Defect-assisted tunneling has no ef
fect due to the lpw field strength. Tue solid line results, if this 
level is coupled with the indium level (Eiz 
=Ev + 0.157eV). Tue value of the interlevel transition rate 
was chosen such that it did not limit the total rate. Despite 
the assumed strong electron~phonon coupling, tunneling is 
not enhanced to a level necessary for a visible excess current. 
Therefore, this case gives the same characteristic as single
level SRH recombination. In the third scenario the midgap 
center was coupled to a shallow donor (As, 
Ei1=Ec-0.054eV), again assuming that the interlevel rate 
is not limiting. Now, the tunnel barrier is sufficiently small 
for direct tunneling to yield a large excess current. The shape 
of the n-peak becomes similar to the measured one. Assum
ing a shallow acceptor instead of the donor yields qualita
tively equal results. The excess current can be increased by: 
increasing the fraction of defect volume, lowering the bind
ing energy of the shallow level, or reducing the lifetimes of 
the midgap level. However, it is impossible to obtain a maxi
mum of n (V) larger than 3 and, at the same time, a shape of 
the n-peak which is similar to the measured one. 

Figure 6 shows the simulation results, if one assumes 
that the coupled defect-level mechanism is a donor-acceptor 
pair recombination in conjunction with direct tunneling into 
both shallow levels. The rate r 12 of the pair recombination 
itself was set to infinity in order to avoid any effect on the 
total rate. A parallel single-level SRH process via a midgap 

'- 3.0 
0 -g 
~ 2.0 

~-~ 1.0 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Voltage (V) 

b) 

FIG. 5. (a) Simulated and measured j(V)-characteristics of the diode characterized in Fig. 4. Solid curve: multiphonon coup\ing, Et1=E1 , 

E,2 =E0 +0.157eV, r 12=1029 cm-3s-1; Tn 1=10-1 s, Tp 1=10-8 s, Tn2 =co, Tp2=10-1 s; dashed curve: direct tunneling, E,1=E0 -0.054eV, E12=E;, 
r 12= 1027 cm-3s-1, Tn1--determined by direct tunneling, Tpt =eo, Tn2= 10-7 s, Tp2 = 10-3 s, fraction of defect volume = 10- 2; open circles: single-level 
SRH recombination with E,=E1 , Tn= 10-7 s, rP= 10-s s. (b) Corresponding n(V)-characteristics. 
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FIG. 6. (a) Simulated and measured j(V)-characteristics of the diode characterized in Fig. 4. Solid curve: donor-acceptor pair recombination with direct 
tunneling and parallel single-level SRH recombination, E,1=Ec-0.04SeV, E,2 =E0 +0.04SeV, r 12=ao, rn1-determined by direct tunneling, rp1=oo, 
rn2 =ao, rP2--determined by direct tunneling, fraction of defect volume = 0.04, single-level parameters: E,=E1, rn= 10-8 s, rP= 10-9 s; dashed curve: only 
single-Jevel SRH recombination with E,=E1 , r.= 10-1 s, rp= 10-s s. (b) Corresponding n(V)-characteristics. 

level was allowed. Hole tunneling increases the field effect to 
the observed large excess current in the low-voltage range. 
Barrier lowering was not taken into account, but decreasing 
the binding energies and reducing the fraction of defect vol
ume to keep the tunnel times equal, yields similar results. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

The coupled defect-level recombination process with a 
rapid and not rate-limiting interlevel transition is a possible 
cause of the large excess currents observed in the j ( V)
characteristics of LPE-grown diodes with moderate intrinsic 
fields. If the large ideality factors are to be explained by a 
field effect, single-level SRH recombination can be ruled out. 
A field of not more than l.25X 105 V/cm as supposed tobe 
present in the discussed pn-junctions, can not visibly en
hance the forward-bias SRH current. For an increase of the 
current by three orders of magnitude one would need about 
6X 105 V/cm. Applying the two-level model and shifting one 
level to a band edge for a sufficient tunnel probability, but 
still assuming that the mechanism for the transition into that 
level remains multiphonon recombination, does not yield a 
large enough field effect as weil (see Fig. 5). The reason for 
this behavior is that at room temperature the effective ther
mal probability of the transition can not be enhanced by 
three orders, not because of the w~ak field, but because the 
thermal probability itself does not increase by three orders 
over the energy interval which is gained by the action of the 
field. This is in contrast to strongly localized midgap centers, 
where the thermal probability of capture and emission can 
vary over 20 or 30 orders within E /2, and therefore, the 
tunnel effect can enhance the recombination current drasti
cally. 

If a shallow level belongs to the two-level system, car
riers can also tunnel directly into the state. Then, the possible 
field effect is within the variation of the tunnel time constants 
as function of the field strength. This strong variation is cor
related to the growing width of the tunnel barriers as the 
forward-bias increases. As a consequence: if the large current 
in the low-voltage range is the result of tunneling, then the 
shape of the n-peak is sensitive to the details of the potential. 
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Thus, it is hardly possible to get a close fit. Moreover, the 
tunneling transition can involve phonons, e.g. one-phonon 
scatterings. The test system consisting of a midgap recombi
nation center and a shallow donor (acceptor) yields a consid
erable excess current, if the interlevel transition is assumed 
not to limit the rate. The measured shape of the n-peak can 
also be reproduced, but both the current density and the 
height of the n-peak remain still too small (see Fig. 5). De
creasing the tunneling time by changing the depth of the 
shallow level or the amount of defects can further increase 
the excess current, but not the size of the ideality factor. 

In order to obtain a !arger n it was found that the field 
effect must become even stronger. As another system we 
considered a (infinitely fast) donor-acceptor pair recombina
tion with direct tunneling into the shallow levels, together 
with a parallel single-level SRH recombination channel 
which is always present in the device. This mechanism gives 
the large excess currents observed for low voltages and the 
right slope up to 400 m V. The shape of the n-peak is mainly 
determined by the transition from recombination current to 
diffusion current, where in the case of an ideal diode the 
ideality factor changes from 2 to 1 (compare Fig. 5(b)). The 
recombination-dominated range is covered by the excess cur
rent, which starts to disappear in the measurement not before 
500 m V. For this voltage the field maximum is about 
6X 104 V/cm only. This value is insufficient for significant 
tunneling into levels of 45 m V binding energy assuming a 
triangular barrier, hence the excess current mechanism 
"switches off" earlier in the simulation. Due to the thin-film 
fabrication process there is a high probability for the forma
tion of pairs of donors (phosphorus) and acceptors (alu
minium) at the metallurgical junction. These pairs could ac
cumulate with a high concentration in a very thin layer. The 
low rate measured by EPR in Ref. 18 was found for speci
mens with a random distribution of phosphorus and boron 
and doping levels of the order of 1016 cm-3. Moreover, the 
recombination rate strongly increased with rising doping and 
temperature. The resulting tunnel barrier of those donor
acceptor pairs which is seen by.the carriers, is hard to deter
mine. Therefore, we used triangular barriers neglecting the 
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dipole character of the pairs and also skipped the (unknown) 
Poole-Frenkel barrier lowering. 

Low-temperature photoluminescence spectra19 indicated 
a strong donor-acceptor pair recombination between the P 
donor and the In acceptor in In-doped silicon LPE-layers 
grown with a small cooling rate. Tue Poole-Frenkel effect is 
significant for the metal impurities Sn (Ec-0.25 eV) and In 
(Ev+0.157 eV) making direct tunneling a very probable 
process. We found that !arge ideality factors can occur, if 
these l.evels are assumed to couple to the shallow levels. 
However, there is no combination that nearly gave the mea
sured size of the excess current in the low forward-bias 
range. 
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